Structure and dynamics of the GH loop of the foot-and-mouth disease virus capsid.
The GH loop of VP1 of the foot-and-mouth disease virus capsid is important because it is a major antigenic site and an integrin recognition site. The GH loop is disordered in all X-ray structures of the capsid except for serotype O under reduced conditions in which the loop lies on the capsid surface. Although the structure of the capsid-integrin complex has not yet been determined, the GH loop is known to protrude from the capsid surface when the capsid is bound with an antigen-binding fragment (Fab). To clarify the structure and dynamics of the GH loop under natural unreduced conditions before binding to integrins or Fab fragments, we performed molecular dynamics simulation of 16.3 ns long under rotational symmetry boundary conditions for the capsid of serotype O using the X-ray structure of the reduced capsid for the initial coordinates. When the disulfide bond at the base of the GH loop was formed by the molecular mutation method, the loop protruded into the surrounding water, as reported for Fab-capsid complexes, and fluctuated like a tentacle. After equilibration, the GH loop overlapped the surface of the capsid but continued to fluctuate, being directed toward a 2-fold axis. The conformational change of the GH loop after formation of the disulfide bond was explained by a model of elastic tube. The side chains of arginine and aspartic acid of the integrin recognition residues (RGD tripeptide) extended in opposite directions, and the residues on the C-terminal side of the RGD tripeptide formed a hydrophobic cluster in close proximity of the arginine residue of the tripeptide.